
Ada Cheung

Creative Writing 1

Unit Title:  Discovering Practicality and Fun Through Creative Writing

Grade Level:  8

Class Duration:  70 minutes

Global Rationale:

Writing is not only a basic skill in education, but also an art form.  Writing can

provide students with a variety of options for artistic outlet and self-expression. By

studying creative writing students will learn how different genres of writing are

produced, thus enriching their repertoire of writing skills.  As well, students will be able

to expand their knowledge of what they view as the purposes for writing.  The goal is for

my Grade Eight students to discover the fun and practicality involved in creative writing,

and not to be discouraged by the rigid structures and rules of expository writing, which is

often strongly reinforced in academic settings.  Most importantly, I do not want my

students to be afraid of thinking and writing; instead, I want them to feel at ease and

enjoy the process of brainstorming writing topics, developing their ideas, articulating

those ideas on paper, and sharing their ideas and experiences with others in order for

everybody to engage in learning and to improve their writing through revision.

Prescribed Learning Outcomes (from the Grade 8 Language Arts IRP) applicable to

this unit:

Comprehend & Respond

Strategies & Skills

 Use various strategies to cope with difficult or dense communications

 Use a variety of resources to obtain background information

Comprehension

 Demonstrate an understanding of main ideas, events, or themes of print material

 Locate and interpret details of stories and articles to respond to a range of tasks

 Organize details and information about materials they’ve read, heard, or viewed

using a variety of written or graphic forms

 Describe the purpose of specific works of communication and explain how their

key features aid understanding

Engagement & Personal Response

 Demonstrate a willingness to explore a variety of genres and media

 Identify and explain connections between new ideas and information and their

previous beliefs, values, and experiences

 Describe and give examples to explain their personal criteria for assessing and

responding to what they view, read, or hear

Communicate Ideas & Information

Knowledge of Language

 Use grammatically correct language when writing and speaking
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Composing & Creating

 Organize and structure information in a variety of literary and creative forms

 Identify the purposes and audiences for their communications

Improving Communications

 Appraise and make suggestions for the revision of their own and others’

presentations using predetermined and student-developed criteria

 Revise and edit their work to improve organization, content, and effect to best suit

their audience and purpose

Presenting & Valuing

 Demonstrate pride and satisfaction in using language to create and express their

thoughts, ideas, and feelings

 Create a variety of academic and personal communications, including poems,

stories, informal dramatizations, etc.

Self & Society

Personal Awareness

 Demonstrate confidence in using language in a variety of formal and informal

contexts, both inside and outside the classroom

Working Together

 Use various strategies to prompt and support others

 Use various strategies to resolve conflict, solve problems, and build consensus

 Evaluate group process and their own contributions to them by using established

criteria

Building Community

 Interact purposefully, confidently, and respectfully in a variety of situations

Varied Teaching/Learning Options:

 Introduction activity: students use 1 punctuation mark, 2 nouns, 3 adjectives, 4

verbs & a bonus word/phrase/illustration to describe themselves

 Circular Response (small class brainstorming/discussions): members sit in a

circle; I announce the topic; person on my right begins discussion and proceeds

around circle in clockwise direction; no one can speak twice until all have had a

say

 Pantomime (acting out a dialogue/narrative): participants do not talk; gestures,

facial expressions and vivid action replace words in portrayal of

situation/character roles; brief; only 2-3 characters; narrator may be used to

describe action

 Quadrants (when groups present/when individual writing is shared):  other

students respond to information through the four quadrants of a thought: images,

physical senses, emotions, and language
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 Centres of interest and displays (writing prompts):  students take turns bringing to

school “unique/odd” objects from home as writing prompts for the rest of the

class to respond in a journal explaining what they think it’s used for, where it

originated, etc.

 Project (final assignment):  students write a short story utilizing all the concepts

and techniques they’ve learned from this unit as a final project

Narrative Writing Exercises:

 Predicting: I begin telling a story and students predict the ending or the next

events

 Dreams: tell the stories of your dreams

 Observation: observe a person in a public space and write what you think are the

person’s thoughts

 Funny Story: write your funniest story

Descriptive Writing Exercises:

 Evoking Emotion: narrate an event by describing the faces of the people who are

spectators

 Symbols:  look at a familiar object like bread which carries symbolic significance

and write your thoughts

 Sensual Attending:  record ten smells, tastes, sights, sounds, and textures in your

environment

 Describe and evoke a simple action (e.g. sharpening a pencil, putting on a boot)

 Drawing:  describe an object so another person can draw it and know what it is

 Evoking character:  describe a bedroom/building as seen by a man whose son has

just been killed in a war.  Don’t mention the son, war, death, or the man himself;

then describe the same bedroom/building, in the same weather and at the same

time of day, as seen by a happy lover.  Don’t mention love or the loved one.

Dialogue Writing Exercises:

 Using Pictures: choose a picture in a magazine and imaginatively enter the picture

and create a dialogue with the people in the picture

 Imagine an argument between two people and write ten words of dialogue

 Write a dialogue in which each of the two characters has a secret.  Do not reveal

the secret but make the reader intuit it.  E.g. a dialogue between a husband, who

has just lost his job and hasn’t worked up the courage to tell his wife, and his

wife, who has a lover in the bedroom.  Purpose:  to give two characters individual

ways of speaking, and to make dialogue crackle with feelings not directly

expressed.

Varied Assessment/Evaluation Options:

 Test (the traditional approach):  have students write a test instead of a group

concept mapping activity as a final assessment of what they’ve learned in the unit
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 Portfolio (the innovative approach):  students’ writing and other various

assignments are all kept in a box/folder/anything that suits; homework marks are

granted for the completion of these assignments on time but students get to

choose a selective number (you decide) of these assignments that would be graded

for quality

 Participation system:  fake one dollar bills can be given out to students each time

you ask for participation in class, and for every ten dollars collected would equal

an extra participation mark (You decide.)  This way participation can be assessed

fairly

 Red dot system:  all students begin with a perfect mark on attendance/homework

but each time they are late, forget to bring materials to class, do not do their

homework, etc. they get a red dot and marks are deducted from their perfect score

 Choice of Evaluation Weight:  for the final two in-class assignments in this unit,

have students either vote as a class or everyone can choose individually, whether

they want the individual writing to be worth more or the concept map to be worth

more

Resources:

@ Koerner Library…

The Creative Writing Handbook edited by John Singleton & Mary Luckhurst

On Becoming a Novelist by John Gardner

@ VPL…

The Art of Fiction by John Gardner

Online…

(What is Creative Writing)

http://www.coffeebeanshop.com/nonfiction/rozakis.html

http://webinstituteforteachers.org/~vfjohnson/creativewriting.html

http://www.quietpoly.com/quietpoly/sept2003/shortstory-whatiscreativewriting-

asare.html

http://personal.cityu.edu.hk/~lsteve/creative/intro/intro.html

(On Dialogues)

http://www.scriptseeker.com/tips/diologue.html
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(On Narratives)

http://www.kent.k12.wa.us/curriculum/writing/elem_writing/Bib/Narrative.htm

(On Description)

http://online.matc.edu/eng-201/descshrt.htm

(Writing a Letter)

http://englishplus.com/grammar/letrcont.htm

Professor Hugh Rockett’s LLED 314A & Communications Class Handouts…

Active Voice

Encouraging Writing by Robert Protherough

Forty-Plus Writing Activities

Some Teaching Strategies Explained

Stages for Successful Writing & Editing

Tangled Lines by Carl Leggo

Other…

Resources for Vancouver School Board Secondary ESL School Teachers 2000 (a

resource book with many good visual organizers practical for ESL students)

Newspaper comics
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Lesson 1

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Understand and recognize the need for classroom rules and guidelines

 Discover the purposes for writing

 Make a web diagram to brainstorm and organize their ideas

Materials:  autobiography poem O/H, rules & guidelines handout, 30 blank sheets of

paper

Introduction:  Autobiography Poem

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hand out classroom rules and guidelines.  Go over it. 12

3) Hook activity:

 Show the autobiography poem O/H

 Give them time to write their own.

 They don’t have to follow the autobiography poem structure as

long as they are writing a poem that express themselves

15

4) Ask students to share some of their poems.  Hand them in. 6

5) Brainstorming activity:

 Tell students that we’ll be doing a creative writing unit.

 Form groups of 2-3 and tell them to list ideas of what they think

are purposes for writing

7

6) Discuss as a class by putting the results in a web on the board and

perhaps suggest some that I came up with.

10-13

7) Explain individual HW assignment to hand-in next class:

 Hand out blank sheets of paper, and students are to use it to

make a web to brainstorm what they think is creative writing

 They can use the web on the board as an example

 They may choose to include colour and/or simple illustrations

 They may wish to do a rough copy first

 Assignment out of 10: 5 content, 5 originality & neatness

13-16

Closure:  Remind them that they have to hand it in next class and we’ll

be sharing some of the ideas from the web diagrams.

2

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Web diagrams will be evaluated out of 10

 Autobiography poems would be collected to evaluate for effort

 Class participation and involvement would be observed
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Lesson 2

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Work in groups to practice questioning skills

 Understand what is involved in creative writing

 Write a story with coherence and closure

Materials:  creative writing O/H, outline of unit assignments and evaluation criteria

handout, copies of the inconclusive story outline

Introduction:  Share ideas from creative writing web diagrams

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Share ideas on what is creative writing as a class

8

3) Brief lecture about what is creative writing (use O/H) 15

4) Hand out the unit guideline and briefly go over it. 10

5) Group questioning activity:

 Form groups of approx. 4 by proximity.

 Distribute copies of a banal, inconclusive story outline

 E.g.:  “My friend got hold of an old box.  His father wanted him

to throw it away, but he wouldn’t.  A man saw it and wanted it.”

 As a group, students generate questions which need to be

answered but the story doesn’t tell

10

6) Discuss as a class by putting the questions on the board and perhaps

suggest some that I came up with.

8

7) Explain individual HW assignment that they are to work on:

 Students are to re-tell the story, adding details to it so that some

of the questions we came up with can be answered

 Story must be coherent and students must bring the story to an

end

 1-2 pg in length (double space in pen)

12

Closure:

 Remind them that there will be HW check next class and some

of their stories will be shared

 Bring a short and interesting newspaper/magazine article

reporting on a current event for next class to do an activity

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 HW check next class

 Ask for volunteers to share their stories next class to ensure understanding of

assignment

 Class participation and involvement will be observed
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Lesson 3

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Write in the perspective of a blind/deaf person as a narrative scaffolding activity

 Transform a formal newspaper article into a creative personal story

 Explore the newspaper genre

Materials:  extra newspaper articles, narrative O/H, sample product of assignment

Introduction:  Share stories finished for HW

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Share stories finished for HW

15

3) Brief lecture about what is a narrative (use O/H) 10

4) Blind/Deaf Experience Writing Activity: (do HW check while they

do this activity)

 The students imagine they are spending one hour either "blind"

or "deaf" in a safe situation of their choosing and then they write

about how they perceive everything around them and how they

feel

10

5) Share some of their results 5

6) Explain individual HW assignment that they are to work on:

 Students are to transform a newspaper report into a personal

narrative story

 Show example of a finished product and how it compares to the

original; read aloud and pass around

 Explain evaluation criteria for the assignment

 Min. 1-2 pg in length (double space in pen)

13

7) Students start on the assignment 10

Closure:

 Remind them that the assignment is to be handed in next class

stapled with the original article

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Assignment will be evaluated out of 15

 Participation and understanding will be assessed when students are sharing their

writing and working individually
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Lesson 4

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Understand what is involved in storytelling/story-writing

 Write a creative story both individually and in a group

Materials:  O/H on storytelling/story-writing

Introduction:  Round Robin Writing

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Split into groups of 4 by proximity

 Explain instructions:  everyone starts writing about anything on

their own paper, I’ll signal them to switch every 3 mins, they are

to fold their paper so that only the last line is revealed, next

person continues writing with whatever they have, cycle

continues until all 4 people has written on all 4 sheets

 Each group shares 1 of the 4 stories with the class

20

3) Brainstorm with a partner on what you think storytelling involves 5

4) Discuss results as a class 8

5) Students share some of their stories transformed from an article 10

6) Explain individual story-writing HW assignment that they are to

work on:

 I’ll produce 3 objects at the front of the class (e.g. a family

photograph, a hat, a lion stuffed animal)

 Students are to write a story in which all 3 objects play

important parts

 Keep in mind to try to include 5W’s & possibly how

 Explain evaluation criteria for the assignment

 Min. 2 pg in length (double space in pen)

23

Closure:

 Remind them that there’ll be HW check next class to make sure

they finished the story

 We’ll also be doing peer editing with the story next class so

bring 2 different coloured pens to class besides blue

2

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Assignment will be evaluated out of 15

 Participation and understanding will be assessed when students are sharing their

writing and working individually
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Lesson 5

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Develop writing ideas through reflection and/or competition

 Practice the writing process involving pre-writing, drafting, and revision

 Reflect on what they’ve learned so far and question their own understanding

Materials:  Revision/peer editing O/H, peer-editing process, candies

Introduction:  World Writing Federation (WWF)

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook Activity:  World Writing Federation (WWF)

 Let your mind wonder for 1 min, freewrite/list ideas for 2 min,

choose one of your ideas and write as much as you can for 7 min

 Students can write on a topic I prepared if they’re very stuck

(e.g. This morning I noticed nineteen or twenty crows perched

on my tree…)

 Students count the # of words they wrote, winner and others

share their writing; winner also gets a candy

15

3) Brief lecture on editing and revising (use O/H) 15

4) Peer editing activity: (circulate for HW check during this activity)

 Explain instruction of what editors should be looking for,

correcting, and asking

 Form groups of 3 to edit

 Must write comments, initial on paper, and make minor

corrections with a different coloured pen

25

Closure:

 Put desks back together

 Remind them to staple the good copy together with their rough

copies to hand-in next class

 Ask students to write 1 question or concept they’re unclear about

regarding what we’ve done so far on a slip of paper so I can

clarify and review in future classes  (This is to be handed in at

the end of class or at beginning of next class if they need to think

about it.)

15

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Story assignment will be evaluated out of 15

 Participation and understanding will be assessed when students are sharing their

writing and participating in groups

 The quality of the editing comments and corrections will also be evaluated
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Lesson 6

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Write a descriptive paragraph

 Describe a story based on pictures

 Recognize other possibilities besides their own with the same story

Materials:  O/H on descriptive writing, 3 different stories/cartoons with mixed scenarios

but no captions (photocopy enough for the whole class)

Introduction:  Descriptive paragraph

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Students are to write a paragraph describing a lake as seen by a

young man/woman who has just committed a murder.  You

cannot mention the man/woman, the word ‘murder’ or the

murder itself

15

3) Share some paragraphs 5

4) Brief lecture on descriptive writing (use O/H) 10

5) Comic Strip/Story Activity: (Individually)

 Put the scenes you get into your order of preference

 Write a story describing every scene; add a brief introduction

and conclusion (write neatly & double space)

20

6) Divide students into 6 groups:  (i.e. groups 1A & 1B would have

story 1, 2A & 2B would have story 2, etc.)

 Share your individual stories with your group

 As a group, you are to agree on the sequence of the story’s

scenes and write down your sequence

12

Closure:

 Put desks back

 Remind students to keep the stories they’ve written today and to

bring scissors and clear scotch tape to do an activity next class

6

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Participation and understanding will be assessed when students are sharing their

writing, working individually, and working in groups
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Lesson 7

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Write descriptively by utilizing their senses

 Recognize other possibilities besides their own with the same story; people “see”

the same things differently

 Exercise freedom and power with the responsibility to generate their own writing

topics

Materials:  extra scissors and tape, 6 blank pieces of paper for the group stories, a class

set of the “senses” handout

Introduction:  Generating spontaneous universal objects/places

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Individually, students are to generate 3 spontaneous universal

objects/places for a writing assignment

6

3) Return to their groups from last class:

 Everyone cuts their own story captions separate for each scene

 The group is to choose 1 scene from each group member to

collaborate into 1 new story (tape onto blank sheet of paper)

15-20

4) Groups share their stories and I ask students what they think the

purpose of the activity was; move desks back

12

5) Explain individual Descriptive HW assignment:

 Give everyone a copy of the senses handout

 Distribute the topics gathered at the beginning of class to the

class randomly (I’ll read them as I pass them out to make sure

they’re ok)

 Each student is to choose 1 of the 3 topics that they have and

write a 1-2 pg double space piece describing their item/place

without mentioning it explicitly

 They are to use the “senses” handout to help them sort ideas;

they must include all the senses when describing

 Explain evaluation criteria

15

6) Start working on assignment 10

Closure:

 Finish assignment for HW and hand-in next class; we’ll be

reading them aloud when they’re marked so others can guess

what “it” is

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Participation and understanding will be assessed during class time

 Assignment will be evaluated out of 15
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Lesson 8

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Write a creative dialogue with specific criteria

 Work productively in groups to develop a dialogue and practice acting it out

Materials:  dialogue O/H, 6 props (e.g. An orange, a stone, etc.), 6 spontaneous words

(e.g. fluffy, mango pudding, etc.)

Introduction:  Dialogues

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 I outline 2 different scenarios:  “The blind date between Charlie

and Bev is a disaster.” OR “Ginny is told by the drama teacher

that not only did she not get the lead in the school play but that it

went to Rachel, who, Ginny thinks, couldn’t act her way through

a door.”

 Students write a dialogue between the two characters with at

least 4 exchanges in speakers.

10

3) Share some dialogues with the class 5

4) Brief lecture on dialogues (use O/H) 10

5) Class generates 6 scenarios like the ones I used for the hook 3

6) Group activity:

 I’ll # them off into groups of 4-5

 Each group will get one prop, one spontaneous word, one

scenario

 Write a coherent dialogue and act it out with the prop, the word,

and the scenario playing a part (try to make them significant)

 Explain evaluation criteria for the assignment

 Min. 10 exchanges in speakers; everyone must have min. 2 lines

35

Closure:

 Remind them that 1 good copy of the group dialogue is due next

class and they’ll have 15 mins to practice before presenting

 Put desks back

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Active group participation would be monitored

 Dialogue and presentation would be evaluated out of 20
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Lesson 9

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Establish teamwork by preparing and playing a skit together within a set time

frame

 Peer evaluate each other on participation and effort

 Practice presentation and speaking skills

Materials:  evaluation sheets

Introduction:  Rehearsal and peer evaluation

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Return to the same groups to rehearse their skits

15

3) Explain and do peer evaluation; collect them 8

4) Presentations:

 All groups that are not presenting must prepare 1 good comment

and 1 suggestion for improvement for presenters; I’ll ask at least

1 group to comment after each presentation

 Each presentation should be about 7 minutes

 I’ll choose the presenting sequence randomly

42

Closure:

 Put desks back

 Hand in written dialogues

 If presentations are not done, continue next class

 If presentations are done early, review some of the questions

students handed in before

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Dialogues and presentations would be evaluated out of 20

 Participation for comments after presentations would be assessed
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Lesson 10

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Write a letter in the point of view of an experienced elder

 Interpret writings by listening to descriptive paragraphs to guess what they are

describing

Materials:  candies, O/H on letter writing

Introduction:  Guess items/places from descriptive paragraphs

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Either I read or they read the marked descriptive paragraphs

 1
st
 person to guess the object/place correctly gets a candy

20

3) Brief lecture on letter writing (use O/H) and explain the letter writing

assignment:

 Review the letter form

 Write a letter to your grandchild (envelope given to 16
 
yr old on

his/her birthday: describe yourself, goals, world you lived in,

advice for the future)

 2pgs in length double space in pen

 Explain evaluation criteria

15

4) Start working on assignment individually 28

Closure:

 Remind them that there’ll be HW check next class to make sure

they finished the letter

 We’ll also be evaluating and doing peer editing with the letter

next class so bring 2 different coloured pens to class besides

blue

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 HW check next class for completion and understanding of assignment

 Participation and understanding will be assessed when students are doing

activities
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Lesson 11

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Continue to interpret writings by listening to descriptive paragraphs to guess what

they are describing

 Evaluate and edit their peers’ writing effectively

Materials:  O/H on evaluation/peer-editing, candies

Introduction:  continue to guess items/places from descriptive paragraphs

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Attendance 2

2) Hook activity:

 Either I read or they read the marked descriptive paragraphs

 1
st
 person to guess the object/place correctly gets a candy

 If this is done quickly, I can review some more of the questions

they had asked previously

15

3) Brief lecture on evaluating/peer editing (use O/H) so students know

exactly what they are suppose to do during the editing and evaluating

process

15

4) Students individually list specifically what they want their editors to

look for and correct or point out

3

5) Students form their own groups of 3 to peer edit (check to make sure

everyone did their HW during this activity)

20

6) Put desks back and start doing good copy of letter taking the

suggestions and corrections into consideration

10

Closure:

 Remind them to finish the good copy for HW and handed in

next class with the rough copy stapled together

 Remind students that they are doing an in-class writing

assignment next class to finish off the unit; all they need to

prepare for it is to review the “senses” handout

5

Assessment/Evaluation:

 Participation and effort in peer editing will be assessed

 The letter will be evaluated out of 15
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Lesson 12

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Brainstorm ideas, develop them, and write a story/letter within limited time

 Reinforce their own understanding of brainstorming/pre-writing, and write stories

utilizing their descriptive senses

Materials:  N/A

Introduction:  gather ideas

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Hook activity: (2 options)

 Split their desks so they are not attached together

 Write/list 5 things interesting/important that happened in their

life (e.g. Graduated from elementary school) OR list 5 typical

school/house objects

 Take attendance while they do this

5

2) For topic 1:  students are to reflect on one of the 5 things listed and

write about it.

For topic 2:  students are to become one of the 5 objects they listed and

describe a day in the life of their object

 Students must associate their writing (story/journal/letter form is

fine) with all the senses for both topics

 Min. 2 pgs double space in pen; marking criteria same as take

home letter assignment

 They may choose to do an outline to help them sort out ideas

and hand it in together

 Students leave their enveloped HW letter on their desk for me to

collect

55

Closure:

 Hand-in their papers and move the desks back

 Remind them to review all their notes because we’ll be doing an

in-class group concept map next class to finish off the unit; bring

coloured markers if you have any (review what a concept map is

if they’re unclear)

10

Assessment/Evaluation:

 In-class writing would be evaluated out of 15
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Lesson 13

Learning Outcome(s):  SWBAT…

 Summarize what they’ve learned in this unit with a web diagram/concept map

 Divide tasks and work cooperatively in a team

Materials:  coloured markers, 6-10 pieces of larger poster paper

Introduction:  read some letters

Procedure:

Task: Duration: (in minutes)

1) Hook activity:

 Read some of the letters they handed in last class

8

2) # them into groups of 4-5, give them poster paper and markers,

explain marking criteria, they are to:

 Make a web diagram/concept map with creative writing in the

centre (students work together, identify key concepts in their

learning and link these on a map using minimum language or

sketched pictures)

 I may suggest some categories: definition, purpose, sub-

categories and what they are, and other creative categories they

may think of

 Open book

55

Closure:

 Hand-in their diagrams, move the desks back, and clean up

7

Assessment/Evaluation:

 In-class concept mapping activity would be evaluated out of 10

 Team work would be assessed during the activity
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Classroom Rules and Guidelines:

1. BRING ALL NEEDED MATERIALS TO CLASS

2. BE IN YOUR SEAT AND READY TO WORK WHEN THE BELL

RINGS

3. RESPECT AND BE POLITE TO ALL PEOPLE

4. LISTEN AND STAY SEATED WHEN SOMEONE IS TALKING

5. RESPECT OTHER PEOPLE’S PROPERTY

6. OBEY ALL SCHOOL RULES

Consequences:

 Besides the consequences you’ll be receiving for breaking a school

rule, participation marks will also be deducted each time you break a

classroom rule

Homework/Assignment Policy:

 Homework and assignments must be handed in on the day that it’s due

and at the time when it’s collected in class

 5% is deducted per day from your final mark on any assignment you

hand in late unless there is a legitimate reason accompanied with a

note

 It’s your responsibility to inquire about notes/homework/assignments

you’ve missed if you were absent

 If problem persists, I’ll call your parents
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Creative Writing Unit

Assignments: Marks

1. Web Diagram /10

2. Personal Narrative /15

3. Story Writing /15

4. Descriptive Writing /15

5. Dialogue Writing & Presentation (Group) /20

6. Letter Writing /15

7. In-class Writing /15

8. In-class Concept Map (Group) /10

Other:

9. Participation/Attendance /10

10. Homework Check /5

Total: /130

Assignments’ Marking Criteria

1. Web Diagram (10 marks):

Content /5

Creativity/Neatness /5

2. All Individual Writing Assignments (15 marks each):

Creativity: vivid descriptions, interesting, ‘shows’ the reader and not ‘tell’ /6

Content: includes all necessary details, facts, changes wherever applicable /4

Grammar/mechanics /3

Neatness/Layout /2
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3. Dialogue Writing and Presentation (20 marks):

*Dialogue writing (10 marks)

Creativity /4

Content /2

Grammar/mechanics /2

Neatness/Layout /2

Presentation (10 marks)

*General Group Performance/teamwork /4

Individual Effort /3

**Peer Evaluation /3

4. *Concept Map (10 marks):

Creativity /4

Content /4

Mechanics/Neatness/Layout /2

* The entire group receives the same mark.

**Peer Evaluation:  Students evaluate oneself and other group members out of 3 before

the presentations.  0=contributed no effort, 1=contributed little effort, 2=contributed a

satisfactory effort, 3=contributed fully with excellent effort (no half marks).  I take the

average mark given to each student by everyone in the group as the final mark.  However,

be honest—I reserve the right to change your peer evaluation mark if it differs with what

I’ve witnessed outrageously.
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Writing: a process of…

 recording or reporting facts

 telling a story

 expressing a thought/feeling on a subject

 put on paper or by typing

 this piece may/may not be considered creative writing

************************************************************************

What is Creative Writing?

Creative writing is writing that expresses the writer's thoughts and feelings in an

imaginative, often unique, and poetic way. Creative writing is guided more by the writer's

need to express feelings and ideas than by restrictive demands of factual and logical

progression of expository writing.

 Rich in original or new ideas, engaging, entertaining

 Key:  originality or newness

 Uses the imagination to explore ideas; painting pictures with the music of

language

 a continuous and cyclical process of inspiration, writing, reflection and revision

 listen to stories and tell stories

 Can be developed by analyzing and comparing writing styles

 Liberation from the constraints of everyday life

 Self-expression, personal, subjective, 1
st
 person

 Creative writer: an explorer, a groundbreaker

This is my letter to the world,

That never wrote to me, --

The simple news that Nature told,

With tender majesty.

Her message is committed

To hands I cannot see;

For love of her, sweet countrymen,

Judge tenderly, of me!

-- Emily Dickinson

 we send our "letter to the world" when we write

 often terrifying to expose our innermost thoughts and private ideas to the

judgment of others.

 "What will they think of my writing?" we worry.

 "What will they think of me?" we fear

 no wonder poet Emily Dickinson begged her readers to judge her "tenderly."
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Why should someone study Creative Writing?

 We all have stories we want to tell--we do it naturally, at school, at parties, to our

friends over the phone, so it only seems logical that we learn to craft these stories

down on paper and preserve them

 the creative writing classroom allows all students to be teachers, editors, critics,

and class leaders

How does Creative Writing relate to the "real world"?

 a story reflects the real world

 by writing, we re-make the real world and improve our understanding of the

world around us

 it forces the writer to re-visualize the world more carefully in order to "report" it

 helps us be more aware of those people we share communities with and perhaps

have more compassion for them.

Creative writing allows you to:

• assert your demands

• cement a friendship

• channel your emotions

• declare your love

• entertain others

• express your feelings

• explore yourself

• free yourself from inhibitions

• inspire others to create

• move others to action or

belief

• pledge your support

• raise your self-esteem

• rouse others to action

• settle disputes, even wars!

• stretch the boundaries of the

form

• travel the road to self-

discovery

• vent your frustrations

• boost your creativity

• communicate your ideas

• cope with traumatic loss

• display your inventiveness

• evaluate something

• explore an idea

• find solace in a confusing world

• interpret information

• make a difference in the world

• persuade others

• promote self-understanding

• report information

• record a memory

• share your artistry

• tap into the well-spring of your

energy

• wash away bitterness

• work through anger and despair

A witness writing on a wedding ceremony:

Kojo Mensa wedded Naana at the Catholic Church auditorium, Accra, on

a Sunday morning. It was a grand ceremony and as Kojo bent to kiss his

bride on her lips with so much love and care in his eyes. It was clear this

wedding would last forever.
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 Nothing creative about it

 Although the writer expressed his own though about the whole ceremony

at one point, it was not original

The other witness might give his account of the occasion by writing:

Before a huge congregation of highly respectable persons, in the Catholic

Church, Accra, Kojo Mensa carefully laid one hand across his bride’s

back and then gently tipped her chin towards his waiting lips with the

other, before planting an electrifying kiss on her lips, not bothered by the

number of women who were watching. It was a marriage only the gods

could annul.

 Descriptive account said in this particular writer’s own way
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Narrative

When you are asked to write a short story, or asked to do some "creative writing", you are

doing what is called "Narrative Writing". Narrative writing is meant to entertain! Part of

being human is getting to tell great stories!

Examples: Story (personal, true, imaginative), Fable, Myth, Poem, Play, Biography

 Purpose:  to entertain

 Telling good stories:  based on personal/fictional experience, real/imagined event

 Engaging the reader

 Follows a storyline sequence:  beginning, middle, end

 5Ws

 sorting data, reporting information, stating facts

 selecting specific bits and pieces that best convey the information

 details and events that lead to a problem

 real-life problem for character(s) in story

 resolution: solving problem?

 real perspectives of a story rather than just facts

 hearing and reading how someone feels

TYPES OF SUPPORT DEFINITION

                                                                                                    

Facts information that can be verified

by a reliable source (such as an

encyclopedia, almanac, or web

site) or through direct

observation

                                                                                                    

Opinions a belief or assumption. The

opinion may be something you

alone believe or be held by many

people.

                                                                                                    

Inferences conclusions drawn from facts

Story-writing/Storytelling

 communicating information using text

 to be creative

 ideas can be reflected from the self: past experiences, hobbies and interests, etc.

 ask yourself questions:  How do I feel? What makes me feel this way? Why did I

take this action? How will I feel about this action in the future?

 Action, climax, character, details, setting, atmosphere, emotion, closure
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Responding, Evaluating, Revising and Peer Editing

 some writers’ first draft is a final draft but these writers are very rare

 We don’t have to play critic and act ‘teacherly’

 Changes are made to improve a piece of writing

 Authors evaluate the praise, criticism and advice they receive

 Describe what the piece seems like so far and the impressions you had at various

points as you read it; reflect directly the idea or effect conveyed to you

 Ask the author questions that occur to you to clarify puzzling points and to check

if your understanding is parallel to what the author intended

 Authors ask questions about what he/she wants responses to; things that they

worry/wonder about

 What-if approach: help the authors test out what they got so far by seeing what

differences it would make if you changed this or that

 Make up a title: writers write their original title on another slip of paper, editors

propose a title (should be somewhat similar to original) to ensure unity and intent

is clear and apparent in the writing

************************************************************************

Descriptive Writing

 key word: "descriptive"

 goal is to describe something, someone, or some place in a way that shows the

readers, rather than tells

 Elements include: attitude, close-up, details, emotions, images, metaphors,

looking, impressions, imagination, vivid & specific word pictures, senses, voice,

etc.

 See, smell, touch, taste, and hear not only physically but also with our hearts

 conscious and careful selection of words to create clear and concrete images in

the mind of the reader

 select specific adjectives and adverbs to reveal the qualities and special

characteristics that are important in helping the reader experience the object of the

description on a sensory level

 General statements must be supported with details:

o Example:

"It was cold": a judgment made by someone and tells the reader very little.

o How cold was it? Was it colder than yesterday? Will it be warmer

tomorrow? Can it be compared to some other time or some other thing that

reveals more understanding of the temperature?

"It was the kind of day that makes you want to roll over and pull the covers

over your head and go back to sleep, a day when you can see your breath in

the air as you open the door and move outside, and the car door momentarily

seals your hand tightly to it as you grasp it."

SIGHT-RELATED QUESTIONS

- What objects in the scene are stationary? List their details.

- How are the stationary items arranged? Is there a pattern or shape they relate to?
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- Do these items reveal some conventional pattern or an imaginary shape?

- What objects are moving? What kind of motion is it? What is the quality of it?

- Does the motion form a pattern? Can it be compared to a familiar object or action?

- What colours can be observed? Are they familiar and everyday or unique?

- Can they be compared to colours seen elsewhere?

- What is the source and quality of the light in the scene?

- Does the light affect the colours or shadows or reveal an textures?

- Is the light artificial or natural? Are we out of doors or indoors?

- Is there any glaze, glare, haze, or reflection?

- What single feature stands out from the rest as you squint at the scene?

- What causes certain things to stand out from the rest?

HEARING-RELATED QUESTIONS

- Is the scene relatively noisy or quiet?

- Can the sound or sounds being heard be classified in some way?

- Does it remind you of something else you may have heard or others may know?

- What are the sources of the sound? What direction does it come from?

- What is the pitch, intensity, or quality of the sound?

- Is there a definite pattern or rhythm? Is it familiar or unique?

- Are the sounds musical and associated with a specific instrument or voice?

- Are there any words which, in their sound, imitate the sounds your hear?

- Are the sounds constant or intermittent? Do they vary in pitch, intensity, or quality?

- Which of several sounds is dominant?

TASTE, TOUCH, SMELL

Extend these ideas and ask similar questions for taste, touch, and smell.
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DIALOGUE WRITING

 Dramatic dialogue is not ordinary speech: concentrated and directed for a clear

purpose

Scripted dialogue has three main functions:

a) To create atmosphere by referring to the environment in which the

action takes place.

b)To reveal character through what each character says and how they say

it.

c)To advance the plot by giving important information to the audience.

Good dialogue can tell the audience about things they don't see as well as

clarify the things they do see.

 Be concise: Don’t throw in such expressions as "Now," "Well," "I mean," etc.

 these expressions are stalling techniques, which give the speaker time to collect

his thoughts

 makes your dialogue drag and seem sloppy

 Using a name at the beginning strengthens a line. Using a name at the end often

weakens a line.

 builds suspense by saving the most important word until the end of the line.

 For good comic dialogue, place the "punch" at the end of each line and repeat key

words from line to line.

 Dialogue should be easy to say. Speak the lines aloud to test the flow and

coherence.

 Write every word that you want to have spoken

 On the flip side, don’t write too much. Sometimes a nod or a look will serve you

better than a verbal response.

 Share dialogue among all the characters in a scene.

 Write strong exit lines for each character.

 DON’T GET MARRIED TO YOUR WORDS. You may write the most brilliant

speech in the world, but if it does not serve your characters in a way that is

essential to the plot, you should cut it.

Tips:

 Storytelling: beginning, middle, end

 Brainstorm plot (conflict, climax, resolution, etc.), characters, setting, and

atmosphere BEFORE making dialogue

 A script/dialogue is a COLLABORATIVE art
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Letter Writing

 Format:

 The Heading:  your address, last line is date

 Greeting:  Dear, To…make up a name

 Body:  content double-spaced

 Complimentary Close:  Sincerely, Lover, Yours Truly, etc.

 Signature:  print your name & sign

 Postscript:  P.S. (optional)

Write for Future Generations

 What events have had a strong impact on you?

 The event that touches your heart may be private or public.

 Perhaps you want to record your first birthday party, your arrival in this country,

or your recovery from an illness

 The wish to record a memory, to leave a legacy for future generations, is one of

the most common ways people express their creativity in writing

 Creative writers need to have memories and writing helps save these memories

from loss

 By passing on our memories in writing, we are actively preserving and creating as

we bring order to our lives.

************************************************************************

You Must Remember This

Writing can change the world -- and it can change your life. That's because words

themselves are power. More than two thousand years ago, the ancient Greek

mathematician Archimedes wrote, "Give me a lever long enough and a prop strong

enough, and I can single-handedly move the world." In our own day, the celebrated

novelist Joseph Conrad realized that true power lies with language. "Do not talk to me of

Archimedes' lever," Conrad said. "He was an absent-minded person with a mathematical

imagination. Give me the right word and the right accent, and I will move the world."

You have the power to use your words to change the world.

~ The End ~


